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Study the past, if you would divine
the future.

Confucius 2
Background

This thesis presents novel models and methods to improve information access
using various information sources, including relevance assessments, pseudo rel-
evant documents, (structured) knowledge sources, and Wikipedia. The guiding
intuition is that knowledge captured in the concepts of a concept language can be
successfully employed to improve information access. This chapter serves as an
introduction to related work and provides the foundation upon which the thesis
is built. Related work specific to the various chapters will be introduced in the
respective chapters.

We begin this chapter by recalling basic facts about IR: first, a brief history
of the field will be given. Then, we take a closer look at Generative Language
Modeling for IR in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we zoom in on a form of query
transformation that is frequently used in the thesis, a process known as query
modeling. We then discuss typical approaches used to link text to concept lan-
guages.

We postpone until Chapter 3 a discussion of the evaluation methodology em-
ployed in IR in general and in various places in this thesis in particular; that
chapter will also introduce the test collections that will be used in later experi-
ments.

2.1 Information Retrieval

An information retrieval system implements a retrieval model that is used to gen-
erate a ranking of documents for a given query. A retrieval model is itself a formal
representation of the process of matching a query and a document and is often
(but not necessarily) based on a statistical view of language.

As described in the previous chapter, Boolean systems were the first popu-
lar retrieval models. They did not generate document rankings, but returned
sets of documents fulfilling the (Boolean) query. They were superseded by the
vector space model (VSM) [274], which would become the mainstream model
for many years. It is based on a vector space where the dimensions are defined
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12 2. Background

by the terms in the vocabulary. Queries and documents are represented by vec-
tors and similarity is defined using a distance measure in this space. The most
commonly used distance measure is based on the cosine of the angle between
vectors in the high-dimensional space (although other measures such as the Eu-
clidean distance are also sometimes used). Each component of a vector can take
either binary values or more complex, real values. Examples of the latter in-
clude statistical information such as term frequency (TF) and inverse document
frequency (IDF) [155, 258, 264]. TF and IDF are two notions that are not spe-
cific to VSM, but in common use in most retrieval models. The TF of a term in
a document is defined as the relative frequency of occurrence of that term in the
document. IDF is defined as the (log of the) inverse of the relative frequency
of occurrence of a term in the entire collection. The underlying intuition is that
documents with a high TF for a term are more likely to be relevant to queries
containing this term. Moreover, terms that are infrequent in the collection are
more discriminative and convey more information than frequent ones. Therefore,
a common weighting scheme, called TF.IDF, is a simple multiplication of the two.

Other retrieval models exist, some of which are still in popular use today.
Maron and Kuhns [203] were the first to explicitly incorporate the notion of
relevance in a retrieval model (a broader discussion on “relevance” is given in
Section 3.1) by developing a probabilistic indexing model. They moved beyond
binary indexing of documents (as was common in Boolean systems, where each
indexing term could be either present or absent) and proposed the use of index-
ing weights, that were to be interpreted as probabilities. They considered the
retrieval problem as a problem involving inference where an IR system should
predict which documents in the collection would most probably be relevant to
a query and then rank those documents in descending order by those computed
values of probability of relevance. This idea is highly similar to the Naive Bayes
method, a popular machine learning approach [187]. Given that the output of
their system was a ranked result list, Maron and Kuhns [203] have often been
credited with being the first to move beyond set-based retrieval and introducing
the ranked lists that are still in common use today [313] (although Joyce and
Needham [157] employed a notion of TF to sort the list of matching documents
two years prior).

Robertson and Jones [264] proposed the RSJ model that solely uses IDF with
relevance feedback. The RSJ model (or: probability ranking principle (PRP))
builds upon the ideas presented in Maron and Kuhns [203] and hinges on two
probabilistic models; one for all non-relevant documents and one for all relevant
ones [263, 264]. The PRP model is based on measuring the probability that a
document will be relevant to a user, given a query (note that it does not mea-
sure the degree of relevance [261]). The higher this probability, the more likely
the document is to be relevant to the user. Robertson [263] proves that ranking
documents using the PRP (in which documents are ranked by their decreasing
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probability of relevance) optimizes retrieval performance, under the condition
that these probabilities are properly estimated. As may be clear, effectively es-
timating these relevant and non-relevant models is unsurmountable in practice
and the PRP resorts to various approximation methods.

The PRP model uses a binary representation of terms in documents, which
was generalized to TF information soon after in the 2-Poisson model [122, 266].
Amati and Van Rijsbergen [8] present a generalization of the 2-poisson model,
called the divergence from randomness (DFR) model. It is built around the no-
tion that the amount of information carried by a term in a document is propor-
tional to the divergence of its term frequency within that document with respect
to its frequency in the collection. DFR is inspired by the idea that “good” descrip-
tors of documents (terms or concepts from a controlled vocabulary, for exam-
ple) are those that describe the information content and that have discriminatory
power [38, 325].

The Okapi team developed another, much extended version of the PRP model,
now commonly known as (Okapi) BM25 [156]. It is a handcrafted approximation
of the PRP model and makes effective use of TF and document length. It also
remains a common baseline in IR literature [265]. A relatively new form of model,
known as Language Modeling, appeared in the late 1990s and will be further
introduced in the next section. Lafferty and Zhai [174] note that the PRP model
can be considered rank equivalent to the language modeling approach, although
this has caused some debate in recent literature [43, 83, 195, 259]. After we have
discussed language modeling below we return to this issue in Section 2.2.3.

2.2 Generative Language Modeling for IR

The success of using statistical language models (LMs) to improve automatic
speech recognition (ASR), as well as the practical challenges associated with us-
ing the PRP model inspired several IR researchers to re-cast IR in a generative
probabilistic framework, by representing documents as generative probabilistic
models.

The main task of automatic speech recognition is the transcription of spoken
utterances. An effective and theoretically well-founded way of approaching this
task is by estimating a probabilistic model based on the occurrences of word se-
quences in a particular language [147, 271]. Such models are distributions over
term sequences (or: n-grams, where n indicates the length of each sequence) and
can be used to compute the probability of observing a sequence of terms, by com-
puting the product of the probabilities of observing the individual terms. Then,
when a new piece of audio material A needs to be transcribed, each possible in-
terpretation of each observation is compared to this probabilistic model (the LM)
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and the most likely candidate S is returned:

S∗ = argmax
S

P (S|A) = argmax
S

P (A|S)P (S). (2.1)

Here, P (S) is the language model. S is viewed as having been generated accord-
ing to some probability and transmitted through a noisy channel that transforms S
to A with probability P (A|S). Instead of selecting a single S, this source-channel
model can also be used to rank a set of candidates; this is exactly what happens
in IR, as we will see later.

It is common in ASR to use higher order n-grams, although deriving trigram or
even bigram probabilities is a sparse estimation problem, even with large training
corpora. Higher order n-grams have also been tried for IR but these experiments
were met with limited success; the mainstream approach is to use n-grams of
length 1 (or: unigrams). Ironically, n-gram based language models use very little
knowledge of what language really is. They take no advantage of the fact that
what is being modeled is language—it may as well be a sequence of arbitrary
symbols [271]. Efforts to include syntactic information in n-gram based models
have yielded modest improvements at best [63, 137, 290].

The first published application of language modeling for IR was based on the
multivariate Bernoulli distribution [248], but the simpler multinomial model be-
came the mainstream model [134, 228]. In the multivariate Bernoulli model,
each term position in a document is a vector over the entire vocabulary with all
zeroes, except for a single element (the term) which is set to 1. The multinomial
model, on the other hand, explicitly captures the frequency of occurrence of a
term.

Mccallum and Nigam [204] find that, for text classification using Naive Bayes,
the multivariate Bernoulli model performs well with small vocabulary sizes, but
that the multinomial usually performs better at larger vocabulary sizes. Losada
and Azzopardi [192] observe that for most retrieval tasks (except sentence re-
trieval) the multivariate Bernoulli model is significantly outperformed by the
multinomial model; their analysis reveals that the multivariate Bernoulli model
tends to promote long documents.

However, recent work has addressed some of the shortcomings of using the
multinomial distribution for modeling text [198, 256]. A common argument
against using a multinomial is that it insufficiently captures the “burstiness” of
language. This property of language is derived from the observation that there is
a higher chance of observing a term when it has already been observed before.
Such burstiness also implies a power law distribution, similar to a Zipfian curve
often observed in natural language [201, 360, 361]. Zipf’s law states that, if Fi is
the frequency of the i-th most frequent event, then

Fi ∼
1
iα
, (2.2)
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where α is a constant (as well as the only parameter of the distribution). In
practice this means that there are very few words which occur frequently and
many unusual words. Due to this distribution, the number of distinct words in a
vocabulary does not grow linearly (but sublinearly) with the size of the collection.
Alternative models that try to incorporate this information include the Dirichlet
compound multinomial distribution [348] or the related Hierarchical Pitman-Yor
model [236]. These distributions provide a better model of language use and
the authors show significant improvements over the standard multinomial model.
Sunehag [308] provides an analysis of such approaches and shows that TF.IDF
follows naturally from them.

2.2.1 Query Likelihood

The earliest work in the query likelihood family of approaches can be attributed
to Kalt [158]. He suggests that term probabilities for documents related to a
single topic can be modeled by a single stochastic process; documents related to
different topics would be generated by different stochastic processes. Kalt’s model
treats each document as a sample from a topic language model. Since the prob-
lem he considered was text classification, “queries” were derived from a training
set instead of solicited from actual queries. Kalt’s approach was based on the
maximum likelihood (ML) estimate (which will be introduced below in Eq. 2.4)
and incorporated collection statistics, term frequency, and document length as
integral parts of the model. Although later query likelihood approaches are more
robust in that they consider each document (vs. a group of documents) as being
described by an underlying language model, Kalt’s early work is clearly a precur-
sor to language modeling for information retrieval.

In the multinomial unigram language modeling approach to IR, each docu-
ment D is represented as a multinomial probability distribution P (t|θD) over all
terms t in the vocabulary. At retrieval time, each document is ranked according
to the likelihood of having generated the query, which is why this model is com-
monly referred to as the query likelihood (QL) model. It determines the prob-
ability that the query terms (t ∈ Q) are sampled from the document language
model [134, 229, 240]:

Score(Q,D) = P (D|Q)

= P (D)P (Q|D)
P (Q)

∝ P (D)P (Q|D)
= P (D)

∏
t∈Q

P (t|θD)n(t,Q), (2.3)

where n(t,Q) denotes the count of term t in query Q. The term P (Q) is the same
for all documents and, since it does not influence the ranking of documents for a
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given query, it can safely be ignored for ad hoc search. As is clear from Eq. 2.3,
independence between terms in the query is assumed. Note that this formulation
is exactly the source-channel model described above, only for document rank-
ing. The term P (D) is the prior probability of selecting a document and may be
used to model a document’s higher a priori chance of being relevant [229], for
example based on its authoritativeness or the number of incoming links or cita-
tions [210, 336]. In all the experiments in this thesis we assume this probability
to be uniform, however.

A common way of estimating a document’s generative language model is
through the use of an ML estimate on the contents of the document,

P (t|θ̃D) = n(t,D)
|D|

. (2.4)

Here, |D| indicates the length ofD. It is an essential condition for retrieval models
that are based on measuring the probability of observed data given a reference
generative model, that the reference model is adequately smoothed. Smooth-
ing is applied both to avoid data sparsity (and, hence, zero-frequency) problems
occurring with a maximum likelihood approach (which happens, for example,
when one of the query terms does not appear in the document) and to account
for general and document-specific language use. So, the goal of smoothing is to
account for unseen events (terms) in the documents [65, 356]. Various types of
smoothing have been proposed including discounting techniques such as Laplace,
Good-Turing, or leave-one-out smoothing. These methods add (or subtract) small
amounts of probability mass with varying levels of sophistication. Another type is
interpolation-based smoothing, which adjusts the probabilities of both seen and
unseen events. One interpolation method commonly used in IR is Jelinek-Mercer
smoothing which considers each document to be a mixture of a document-specific
model and a more general background model. Each document model is estimated
using the maximum likelihood estimate of the terms in the document, linearly in-
terpolated with a background language model P (t) [148, 229, 356]:

P (t|θD) = λDP (t|θ̃D) + (1−λD)P (t). (2.5)

Here, P (t) is calculated as the likelihood of observing t in a sufficiently large
corpus, such as the document collection, C:

P (t) = n(t,C)∑
t′ n(t′,C) . (2.6)

In this thesis, we use Bayesian smoothing using a Dirichlet prior which has been
shown to achieve superior performance on a variety of tasks and collections [30,
65, 191, 352, 356] and set:

P (t|θD) = |D|
|D|+µ

P (t|θ̃D) + µ

|D|+µ
P (t), (2.7)
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where µ is a hyperparameter that controls the level of smoothing which is typi-
cally set to the average document length of all documents in the collection.

Various improvements upon this model have been proposed with varying com-
plexity. For example, Shakery and Zhai [281] use a graph-based method to
smooth document models, similar to Mei et al. [206]. Tao et al. [311] use docu-
ment expansion to improve end-to-end retrieval.

2.2.2 KL divergence

Soon after its conception, the query likelihood model was generalized by realizing
that an information need can also be represented as a language model. This way,
a comparison of two language models forms the basis for ranking and, hence,
a more general and flexible retrieval model than query likelihood was obtained.
Several authors have proposed the use of the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence for
ranking, since it is a well established measure for the comparison of probability
distributions with some intuitive properties—it always has a non-negative value
and equal distributions receive a zero divergence value [173, 240, 346]. Using KL
divergence, documents are scored by measuring the divergence between a query
model θQ and document model θD. Since we want to assign a high score for
high similarity and a low score for low similarity, the KL divergence is negated for
ranking purposes. More formally, the score for each query-document pair using
the KL divergence retrieval model is:

Score(Q,D) = −KL(θQ||θD)

= −
∑
t∈V

P (t|θQ) log
P (t|θQ)
P (t|θD)

=
∑
t∈V

P (t|θQ) logP (t|θD)−
∑
t∈V

P (t|θQ) logP (t|θQ), (2.8)

where V denotes the set of all terms used in all documents in the collection. KL
divergence is also known as the relative entropy, which is defined as the cross-
entropy of the observed distribution (in this case the query) as if it was generated
by a reference distribution (in this case the document) minus the entropy of the
observed distribution. KL divergence can also be measured in the reverse direc-
tion (also known as document likelihood), but this leads to poorer results for ad
hoc search tasks [180]. The entropy of the query,

∑
t∈V P (t|θQ) logP (t|θQ), is a

query specific constant and can thus be ignored for ranking purposes in the case
of ad hoc retrieval (cf. Section 3.2.1).

When the query model is estimated using the empirical ML estimate on the
original query, i.e.,

P (t|θ̃Q) = n(t,Q)
|Q|

, (2.9)
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it can be shown that documents are ranked in the same order as using the query
likelihood model from Eq. 2.3 [353]. Later in this thesis, we use Eq. 2.8 in con-
junction with Eq. 2.9 as a baseline retrieval model.

Note that a query is a verbal expression of an underlying information need and
the query model (derived from the query) is therefore also only an estimate of this
information need. Given that queries are typically short [300], this initial, crude
estimate can often be improved upon by adding and reweighting terms. Since the
query is modeled in its own fashion using the KL divergence framework, elaborate
ways of estimating or updating the query model may be employed—a procedure
known as query modeling.

In order to obtain a query model that is a better estimate of the informa-
tion need, the initial query P (t|θ̃Q) may be interpolated with the expanded part
P (t|θ̂Q) [24, 172, 267, 354]. Effectively, this reweights the initial query terms
and provides smoothing for the relatively sparse initial sample:

P (t|θQ) = λQP (t|θ̃Q) + (1−λQ)P (t|θ̂Q). (2.10)

Figure 2.1 shows an example of an interpolated query model; query modeling
will be further introduced in Section 2.3. In the remainder of this thesis, we will
use this mechanism to incorporate relevance feedback information (Chapter 4) or
leverage conceptual knowledge in the form of document annotations (Chapter 5)
or in the form of Wikipedia articles (Chapter 7). In Section 2.3 we zoom in
on ways of estimating P (t|θ̂Q). We discuss the issue of setting the smoothing
parameter λQ in Section 3.4.

2.2.3 Relation to Probabilistic Approaches

As indicated above, several researchers have attempted to relate the LM approach
to traditional probabilistic approaches, including the PRP model [83]. Sparck-
Jones and Robertson [295] examine the notion of relevance in both the PRP and
the query likelihood language modeling approach. They identify the following
two distinctions.

1. Although in both approaches a match between terms in the query and a
document implies relevance, the notion of relevance features explicitly in
PRP but is never mentioned in LM.

2. The underlying principle of LM is to identify the ideal document, i.e., the
one that generated the query (as exemplified by the argmax in Eq. 2.1).

Sparck-Jones and Robertson emphasize that the last point implies that retrieval
stops after the document that generated the query is found. Furthermore, this
fact, coupled with simply assuming that query generation and relevance are cor-
related, implies that it is difficult to describe methods such as relevance feedback
(or any method pertaining to relevance) in existing LM approaches.
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Hiemstra and de Vries [135] relate LM to traditional approaches by compar-
ing the QL model presented in [134] with the TF.IDF weighting scheme and the
combination with relevance weighting as done in Okapi BM25. Lafferty and Zhai
[173] and Lavrenko and Croft [183] address the two issues mentioned above by
suggesting new forms of LM for retrieval that are more closely related to the PRP
model and move away from the estimating the query generation probability. Laf-
ferty and Zhai [173] include a binary, latent variable that indicates relevance of
a document with respect to a query. They point out that document length nor-
malization is an issue in PRP but not in LM; another difference is that in LM
we typically have more data for estimation purposes that PRP. Greiff [115] ob-
serves that the main contribution of LM is the recognition of the importance of
parameter estimation in modeling and in the treatment of term frequency as the
manifestation of an underlying probability distribution rather than as the proba-
bility of word occurrence itself. Lavrenko and Croft [183] take a similar view and
explicitly define a latent model of relevance. According to this model, both the
query and the relevant documents are samples from this model. Hiemstra et al.
[136] build upon work presented in [297] and also attempt to bridge the gap
between PRP and LM. They posit that LM should not blindly model language use.
Instead, LM should model what language use distinguishes a relevant document
from the other documents. In Section 2.3.2 we introduce these approaches fur-
ther. In Chapter 4 we evaluate their performance on three distinct test collections.

Another, more recent spin-off of the discussion centers around the notion of
event spaces for probabilistic models [259]. Since LM (and, in particular, the QL
approach) is based on the probability of a query given a document, the event
space would consist of queries in relation to a single, particular document. These
event spaces would therefore be unique to each document. Under this inter-
pretation, the query-likelihood scores of different documents for the same query
would not be comparable because they come from different probability distribu-
tions in different event spaces. In line with the observations above, this implies
that relevance feedback (in the form of documents) for a given query is impos-
sible (although relevant query feedback for a given document would indeed be
feasible [239]). Luk [195] responds to Robertson in a fashion similar to [16] and
proves that, under certain assumptions, the latent variable indicating relevance
introduced by [174] is implicit in the ranking formula. Boscarino and de Vries
[43] reply to Luk in turn and argue that this claim is also problematic. Boscarino
and de Vries state that Luk attempts to solve the issue at the statistical level, while
it should be addressed through a proper selection of priors. All in all, a definitive
bridge between PRP and LM is still missing. Even if the LM approach to IR is
“misusing” some of its fundamental premises, the theoretical and experimental
evidence suggest that the approach does indeed have merit.
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Figure 2.1: Example query model for the topic “poker tournaments,” obtained using
RM-1 (See page 26). The size of a term is proportional to its probability in the query
model.

2.3 Query Modeling

Examining how queries can be transformed to equivalent, potentially better queries
is a theme of recurring interest to the IR community. Such transformations include
expansion of short queries to long queries [242, 327, 345], paraphrasing queries
using an alternative vocabulary [92], mapping unstructured queries to structured
ones [224, 225], identifying key concepts in verbose queries [29], substituting
terms in the query [86], etc.

Multiple types of information source have been considered as input to the
query transformation process. In traditional set-ups, resources such as thesauri
and controlled vocabularies have long been used to address word mismatch prob-
lems [21, 327], whilst other techniques are based on analyzing the local con-
text of a query [345]. In relevance feedback, retrieved documents (possibly with
associated relevance assessments) serve as examples to select additional query
terms from [267]; relevance feedback will be further introduced in Section 2.3.2.
Other types of information sources to be used for query transformations include
recent ones such as using anchor texts or search engine logs for query substi-
tutions [86, 335]. Another recent example is where users complement their
traditional keyword query with additional information, such as example docu-
ments [24], tags [73], images [76, 91], categories [338], or their search his-
tory [20]. The recent interest of the semantic web community regarding models
and methods related to ontologies has also sparked a renewed interest in using
ontological information for query expansion [35, 268].

Query expansion is a form of query transformation that aims to bridge the vo-
cabulary gap between queries and documents by adding and reweighting terms
in the original query; Dang and Croft [86] show that it is more robust than sub-
stituting terms in the query. Figure 2.2 is based on a diagram from [97] and
shows various types of query expansion as well as the various sources of infor-
mation that are commonly used. Query expansion can be local or global [345].
Global query expansion uses global collection statistics or “external” knowledge
sources such as concept languages to enhance the query. Examples of the for-
mer include word associations such as those defined by term co-occurrences or
latent semantic indexing (LSI) [88, 325]. Concepts and lexical-syntactic rela-
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Figure 2.2: Sources for query expansion.

tions as defined in a thesaurus have been used with varying degrees of effective-
ness [21, 57, 97, 209, 252, 268, 321, 327]. Local query expansion methods try
to take into account the context of a query, specifically through looking at a set of
feedback documents. Finkelstein et al. [102] propose to use the local context of
query terms as they appear in documents to locate additional query terms. One
might also consider a user’s history or profile, in order to automatically enrich
queries [168]. Much later, this idea was adopted in a language modeling setting
by Bai and Nie [20]. One could utilize many different sources of information to
improve the estimate of the query model, including external corpora [92], exam-
ple documents [24], amongst others. Lease et al. [184] apply machine learning to
learn which terms to select from verbose queries. Cao et al. [58] use an support
vector machine (SVM) classifier to learn which terms improve retrieval perfor-
mance. He and Ounis [124] use machine learning to select documents for rele-
vance feedback. In the remainder of this section we discuss common approaches
to query modeling, including the translation model, relevance feedback, and term
dependencies. In Chapter 4 we introduce and evaluate new relevance feedback
methods for query modeling. In Chapter 5 we introduce a method that uses
query modeling in conjunction with document annotations for query modeling.
In Chapter 6 we use a machine learning method to map queries to concepts and in
Chapter 7 we use concepts obtained using machine learning for query modeling.

2.3.1 Translation Model

Berger and Lafferty [31] integrate term relationships in the language modeling
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framework using a translation model. They view each term in a query as a trans-
lation from each term in a document, which is modeled as a noisy channel. Here,
each source term has a certain probability of being translated into another term
(including a “self-translation” onto the source term) and each document is then
scored based on the translated terms. More formally,

P (ti|θD) =
∑
j

P (ti|tj)P (tj |θD), (2.11)

where P (ti|tj) is the translation probability of ti to tj . Berger and Lafferty [31]
estimate this relation for pairs of words in the same language by considering each
sentence parallel to the paragraph it contains. In essence, Eq. 2.11 describes a
form of smoothing that uses translation probabilities instead of collection esti-
mates. It also features an inherent query expansion component.

Various other authors have built upon this model. For example, Cao et al.
[57] and Nie et al. [241] incorporate WordNet relations and co-occurrence infor-
mation for query modeling. Jin et al. [150] estimate the probability of using a
query as the title for each document, and Wei and Croft [340] smooth each doc-
ument using a number of topic models obtained using LDA (which is introduced
below). Lalmas et al. [176] use the translation model to leverage information
from lexical entailments. Lavrenko and Croft [183] use the same intuitions to
incorporate relevance feedback information, as we describe in the next section.
Jimeno-Yepes et al. [149] use this model to include semantic information when
ranking documents, with similar intuitions as we present in Chapter 5.

2.3.2 Relevance Feedback

A well-studied source of information for transforming a query is the user, through
relevance feedback [81, 267, 272, 276]: given a query, a set of documents, and
judgments on the documents retrieved for that query, how does a system take
advantage of the judgments in order to transform the original query and retrieve
more documents that will be useful to the user? Despite a history dating back
several decades, relevance feedback is perhaps one of the least understood tech-
niques in IR. Indeed, as demonstrated by the recent launch of a dedicated rel-
evance feedback track at TREC [48], we still lack the definitive answer to this
question.

Relevance feedback is a form of local query expansion that relies on the anal-
ysis of feedback documents, for example obtained through an initial retrieval
run. Three variants with respect to how the judgments are obtained can be
discerned: pseudo, explicit, and implicit relevance feedback. Pseudo relevance
feedback methods assume the top ranked documents to be relevant. It was first
introduced by Croft and Harper [81] and applied in the context of the PRP model
to obtain an alternative for the IDF term weighting function. Explicit relevance
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feedback uses explicit relevance assessments from users [9, 165, 323, 345]. Im-
plicit relevance feedback obtains such assessments indirectly, e.g., from query or
click logs [9, 85, 153], historical queries [283] or by considering user interac-
tions with the system, such as dwell time and scrolling behavior [162]. White
et al. [341] compare implicit relevance feedback (obtained from user interaction
with the system) with explicit relevance feedback and find that the two methods
are statistically indistinguishable.

In a language modeling setting, relevance feedback has been mainly applied to
(re-)estimate query models [175, 181–183, 310], although other approaches such
as document expansion using query feedback also exist [239]. In the remainder of
this section, we detail the various relevance feedback methods for query modeling
that we evaluate and employ in later chapters. First, we consider the simplest
case where the set of relevant documents is considered as a whole. We then
turn to Zhai and Lafferty’s model-based feedback (MBF) [354] and Lavrenko and
Croft’s relevance model (RM) [182]. Figure 4.1 displays these four models using
Bayesian networks, whereas Table 4.1 lists the abbreviations used throughout the
thesis (see page 54).

Maximum Likelihood

If we were able to obtain a complete set of relevance judgments from the user and,
hence, could fully enumerate all documents relevant to a query, we could simply
use the empirical estimate of the terms in those documents to obtain θQ. Given
all sources of information available to the system (the query, assessments, and
documents in the collection), the parameters of this model would fully describe
the information need from the system’s point of view. The joint likelihood of
observing the terms given θQ under this model (again assuming independence
between terms) is:

P (t1, . . . , t|V||θQ) =
|V|∏
i=1

P (ti|R), (2.12)

where R denotes the set of relevant documents. Then, we can use a maximum
likelihood estimate over the documents in R to obtain

P (t|R) = P (t|θ̃R)

=
∑
D∈Rn(t,D)∑

D∈R
∑
t′ n(t′,D) . (2.13)

Below, we refer to this model as maximum likelihood expansion (MLE).
In contrast to this hypothetical case, however, a typical search engine user

would only produce judgments on the relevance status of a small number of doc-
uments, if at all [299]. Even in larger-scale, system-based TREC evaluations, the
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number of assessments per query is still a fraction of the total number of docu-
ments in the collection [50, 52, 288]. So in any realistic scenario, the relevance
of all remaining, non-judged documents is unknown and this fact jeopardizes the
confidence we can put in the model described by Eq. 2.12 to accurately estimate
θQ. This is one of the motivations behind the model proposed by Zhai and Lafferty
[354] that iteratively updates P (t|θQ) by comparing it to a background model of
general English. We further detail their model below.

Besides having a limited number of relevance assessments, not every docu-
ment in R is necessarily entirely relevant to the information need. Ideally, we
would like to weight documents according to their “relative” level of relevance.
We could consider each relevant document as a separate piece of evidence to-
wards the estimation of θQ, instead of assuming full independence as in Eq. 2.13.
Let’s consider the following sampling process to substantiate this intuition. We
pick a relevant document according to some probability and then select a term
from that document. Assuming that each term is generated independently once
we pick a relevant document, the probability of randomly picking a document
and then observing t is

P (t,D|θQ) = P (D|R)P (t|θD). (2.14)

Then, the overall probability of observing all terms can be expressed as a sum of
the marginals:

P (t1, . . . , t|V||θQ) =
∑
D∈R

P (D|R)P (t1, . . . , t|V||D) (2.15)

=
∑
D∈R

P (D|R)
|V|∏
i=1

P (ti|θD).

The key term here is P (D|R); it conveys the probability of selecting D given R or,
slightly paraphrased, the level of relevance of D. Lavrenko and Croft [182] use
this mechanism to obtain a posterior estimate of P (t|θQ), as detailed below. In
Chapter 4 we introduce and evaluate a novel way of estimating both P (D|R) and
P (t|θQ).

Model-based Feedback

Zhai and Lafferty [354] propose a model for pseudo relevance feedback that is
closely related to MLE. Their model also assumes document independence (like
Eq. 2.13), but they consider the set of feedback documents to be a model con-
sisting of a mixture of two components: a model of relevance and a general
background model. More formally:

P (t1, . . . , t|V||R) =
|V|∏
i=1

|R|∏
j=1

{
(1−λR)P (ti|θ̂R) +λRP (ti)

}n(ti,Dj)
. (2.16)
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One can use an estimation method such as expectation maximization (EM) [90]
to maximize the likelihood of the observed data (the relevant documents):

et = (1−λR)P (t|θ̂R)
(1−λR)P (t|θ̂R) +λRP (t)

(2.17)

P (t|θ̂R) =
∑
D∈Rn(t,D)et∑

t′
∑
D∈Rn(t′,D)et′

. (2.18)

After converging, Zhai and Lafferty use P (t|θ̂R) as P (t|θ̂Q) in Eq. 2.10. Like
MLE, this model also discards information pertinent to the individual relevant
documents and only considers the set as a whole. The close relation between the
two models is made visible by entering λR = 0 in Eq. 2.17, which yields et = 1
and, hence, MLE (cf. Eq. 2.13):

P (t|θ̂R) =
∑
D∈Rn(t,D)∑

t′
∑
D∈Rn(t′,D) = n(t,R)∑

t′ n(t′,R) = P (t|θ̃R). (2.19)

Various other researchers have used the intuitions behind MBF for their models.
For example, Tao and Zhai [310] extend MBF and remove the need for the sub-
sequent interpolation of the initial query and θ̂Q (cf. Eq. 2.10), by defining a
conjugate prior Dir({1 +µP (t|θ̃Q)}t∈V) on θQ. Hiemstra et al. [136] follow the
same assumptions as MBF, but propose to model θQ as a three component mixture
by incorporating a separate document model, as described below.

Relevance Models

In contrast to the estimation method used by MBF, the relevance modeling ap-
proach uses relevance feedback information to arrive at a posterior estimate of
θQ [182]. Relevance models are one of the baselines we employ at various points
later in the thesis. They are centered around the notion that there exists a query-
dependent model of relevance; the initial source for estimating the parameters
of this model is the query itself, but relevance feedback information can provide
additional evidence. It is assumed that for every information need there exists
an underlying relevance model and that the query and relevant documents are
random samples from this model. The query model, parametrized by θQ, may be
viewed as an approximation of this model. However, in a typical retrieval setting
improving the estimation of θQ is problematic because we have no or only limited
training data. Lavrenko and Croft [182] discern three situations:

1. when the full set of relevant documents is known;

2. when a partial set of relevant documents is known;

3. when there is only pseudo relevance feedback information.
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In the first and second situation, they define:

P (t1, . . . , t|V||θQ) ∝
|V|∏
i=1

1
|R|

∑
D∈R

λDP (ti|θ̃D) + (1−λD)P (ti). (2.20)

For the first situation (called RM-0), λD is set to 1, which makes this model
equivalent to MBF except for the way it treats the set of relevant documents. MBF
considers the set as a whole, whereas RM considers each document individually.
So, besides using a different estimation method, MBF is highly similar to RM,
except for two assumptions: MBF assumes (i) independence between relevant
documents and (ii) λR 6= 0. In situation 2, λD is set to a value between 0 and 1.

In situation 3, i.e., the case of pseudo relevance feedback where R is a set of
top-ranked documents of which the relevance status is unknown, Lavrenko and
Croft discern two methods (model 1 and model 2). Contrary to situations 1 and
2, these are also dependent on the initial query. Model 2 (RM-2) is defined as:

P (t1, . . . , t|V||θQ)∝
|V|∏
i=1

P (ti)
|Q|∏
j=1

∑
D∈R

P (qj |D)P (D|ti), (2.21)

where

P (t) =
∑
D∈R

P (t|θD)P (D) and P (D|t) = P (t|θD)P (D)∑
D∈RP (t|θD)P (D) . (2.22)

Then we can rewrite Eq. 2.21 into:

P (t1, . . . , t|V||θQ)∝
|V|∏
i=1

|Q|∏
j=1

∑
D∈R

P (qj |D)P (ti|θD)P (D). (2.23)

As is clear from Eq. 2.23, this model considers each relevant document individu-
ally and explicitly takes the initial query into account by first gathering evidence
from each document for a query term and, next, combining the evidence for all
query terms. Model 1 (RM-1), on the other hand, is defined as:

P (t1, . . . , t|V||θQ) ∝
|V|∏
i=1

∑
D∈R

P (ti|θD)P (D|Q)

∝
|V|∏
i=1

∑
D∈R

P (ti|θD)P (D)
|Q|∏
j=1

P (qj |D)

∝
|V|∏
i=1

∑
D∈R

|Q|∏
j=1

P (qj |D)P (ti|θD)P (D). (2.24)
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This restructured equation makes clear that in case of RM-1 the evidence is first
aggregated per query term and subsequently per document. So, RM-1 and RM-2
differ in the way they aggregate evidence of terms co-occuring with the query:
RM-1 first aggregates evidence for all query terms and then sums over the docu-
ments, whilst RM-2 does the opposite. In both RM-1 and RM-2, P (D) is assumed
to be uniform, i.e., P (D) = 1/|R|.

Various extensions and adaptations of relevance models have been proposed
in the literature. Li [188] adds three heuristics to the relevance model estima-
tion, including adding the original query as pseudo-document, adding a docu-
ment length based prior, and discounting a term’s probability based on estimates
on the collection. Diaz and Metzler [92] estimate relevance models on external
corpora and find that this approach helps to reduce noise in the query models; a
finding corroborated by Weerkamp et al. [337]. Balog et al. [24] apply relevance
model estimation methods on example documents provided by the user and find
that their model significantly outperforms several baselines. In [208, 209] we
have biased the relevance model estimations towards concepts assigned to the
documents. This approach was later refined in [221] and will be further intro-
duced in Chapter 5.

Parsimonious Relevance Models

Hiemstra et al. [136] propose an approach to language modeling, called parsimo-
nious relevance models (PRM), that is based on [297]. It hinges on the notion
that language models should not model language blindly, but instead model the
language that distinguishes a relevant document from other documents. Hiem-
stra et al. present an iterative algorithm based on EM that takes away probability
mass from terms that are frequent in a model of general English and gives it to
the terms that are distinct in a document. It re-estimates the document models as
follows:

E-step

et = n(t,D) λDP (t|θ̂D)
(1−λD)P (t) +λDP (t|θ̂D)

,

M-step

P (t|θ̂D) = et∑
t′ et′

, (2.25)

until the estimates do not change significantly anymore. The resulting P (t|θ̂D) is
then used instead of the document model in Eq. 2.8.

In the case of relevance feedback, Hiemstra et al. [136] define a three-level
model, that adds a model of relevance to Eq. 2.25. In this case, each relevant
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document is considered to be a linear interpolation of these three models:

P (t1, . . . , t|V||θ̂D) =
|V|∏
i=1

((1−λ−µ)P (ti) +µP (ti|θR) +λP (ti|θD)) . (2.26)

Given a set of relevant documents, the following iterative algorithm is applied:

E-step

rt = n(t,D) µP (t|θ̂R)
(1−λ−µ)P (t) +µP (t|θ̂R) +λP (t|θ̂D)

,

et = n(t,D) λP (t|θ̂D)
(1−λ−µ)P (t) +µP (t|θ̂R) +λP (t|θ̂D)

,

M-step

P (t|θ̂R) =
∑
D∈R

rt∑
t′ rt′

,

P (t|θ̂D) = et∑
t′ et′

. (2.27)

Hiemstra et al. [136] propose to use P (t|θ̂R) instead of the query model, again
using Eq. 2.8. When a fixed value of µ = 0 is used in Eq. 2.27, it results in RM-0
with parsimonious document models.

Hiemstra et al. [136] find that the size of the posting list for each document
(in which the terms with a non-zero value are stored for each document in an
index) can be greatly reduced, without a significant loss in retrieval performance.
When Eq. 2.27 is evaluated on a routing task (cf. Chapter 3), they find that
retrieval performance is slightly improved over RM-0. They do not find further
improvements when introducing re-estimated document models (i.e., when λ >

0).
In [216] we have proposed a combination of MBF and RM-2 that uses rele-

vance models in conjunction with the estimation methods of MBF. In Chapter 4 we
also include PRM in the comparative performance evaluations. In Chapter 5 we
apply a similar EM algorithm when incorporating document level annotations
during query modeling and find that this step is essential for obtaining significant
improvements.

2.3.3 Term Dependence Models

IR has a long history of attempts to incorporate syntactic information such as term
dependencies, with varying success [291, 294]. All language modeling variations
presented so far are based on the assumption that terms (in both queries and
documents) are independent of each other. Given common knowledge about lan-
guage, such an assumption might seem unrealistic (or even plainly wrong). Var-
ious researchers have attempted folding in syntactic information (ranging from
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n-gram information [229, 290, 301] to using HAL (Hyperspace Analog to Lan-
guage) space [137]). Such efforts have not yet resulted in consistent, significant
improvements however. This fact is commonly attributed to data sparsity in cor-
pora; most of the features (e.g., the n-grams) simply do not occur with sufficient
frequency.

Song and Croft [290] do observe an improved performance for their proposed
general language model that combines bigram language models with Good-Turing
estimates and corpus-based smoothing of unigram probabilities. This form of
smoothing interpolates the probabilities for bigrams with those of unigrams; the
probability of observing the sequence of terms 〈t1, . . . , tn〉 becomes:

P (〈t1, . . . , tn〉) = P (t1)P (t2|t1) . . .P (tn|tn−1), (2.28)

where

P (ti|ti−1) = λP (ti|ti−1) + (1−λ)P (ti). (2.29)

Such back-off bigram language models give a higher probability to documents
containing a bigram from the query as a phrase (e.g. documents containing the
phrase “information retrieval” would obtain a larger probability than documents
containing solely the constituent terms). Srikanth and Srihari [301] build upon
this idea and propose the use of so-called biterms. Biterms are similar in nature
to back-off bigram language models, with the distinction that the constraint of
term ordering is relaxed. Using their method, a document containing the phrase
“retrieval of information” would be assigned the same probability as using the bi-
gram model. Similar intuitions have been applied to query modeling and applying
positional information there has met with improvements in retrieval performance,
especially in terms of precision on larger web collections [224, 232].

2.4 Language Modeling Variations

A number of extensions and variants have been developed for language model-
ing for IR, most of which aim to address the vocabulary gap between queries
and documents. In the previous sections we have seen techniques such as query
modeling and relevance feedback. Other extensions include, but are not limited
to, leveraging document structure, collection structure, and semantics. Other IR
research avenues aim to develop models that use semantic information to im-
prove performance with respect to standard bag-of-word based models. Many of
these approaches aim at concept-based retrieval, but differ in the nature of the
concepts. They range from

• latent topics derived from the document contents (as in latent semantic
indexing (LSI) or latent dirichlet allocation (LDA)),
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• document clusters in the collection, to

• concepts (a priori defined, for example, in linguistic resources such as Word-
Net [21, 57] or structured knowledge sources such as DBpedia [69, 106,
205], as we will see in Chapter 5).

In the following sections we provide an overview of these models.

2.4.1 Topic Models

Building thesauri or other knowledge structures by hand is a very labor-intensive
process. It is also difficult to get people to agree on a certain ordering and struc-
turing of things. Because of this, it seems very attractive to automate this process,
by inferring such structures from text in an unsupervised manner, i.e., without any
human intervention [151, 273, 291, 293]. For instance, a co-occurrence analysis
of the entire collection might be applied to estimate dependencies between vocab-
ulary terms [21, 67, 234]. Turney and Pantel [322] uses a similar method which
is commonly referred to as statistical semantics. Alternatively, term dependencies
may be determined on a query-dependent subset of the collection, such as a set of
initially retrieved documents [224, 235, 345]. These dependencies may then be
employed to locate terms related to the initial query. Spiegel and Bennet already
suggested that dependency information between terms may be used to choose
terms for query expansion [272, 298]. Peat and Willett [243], however, do not
find significant improvements in retrieval performance using such methods for
query expansion.

More recently, various data driven models based on principal component anal-
ysis/singular value decomposition and posterior inferencing methods have caused
a renewed interest in methods for automatically identifying implicit concepts in
text. They capture hidden (latent) themes underlying the collection, much in the
same way as explicit concepts. Unlike explicit topics (such as document or term
annotations—addressed in Section 2.4.2), implicit topics are estimated from the
data and group together terms that frequently occur together in the documents.
The assumption is that in every document collection there exist a number of such
topics and that every document describes some combination of them. The goal,
then, is to apply some form of dimensionality reduction in order to represent doc-
uments as topic mixtures. In sum, topic models are statistical models of text that
assume a hidden space of topics in which the collection is embedded [40]. Topic
models are typically used as a way of expressing the “semantic” properties of a
piece of text [303] and, at the same time, can address the vocabulary mismatch
problem [105].

LSI was an early approach towards extracting term clusters from text [88]. It is
based on applying singular value decomposition to a matrix containing document-
term counts and effectively “collapses” similar terms into groups. probabilistic
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latent semantic indexing (PLSI) evolved from LSI and adds a probabilistic inter-
pretation that is based on a mixture decomposition derived from a latent class
model [139]. Its formulation is very similar to the translation model given in
Eq. 2.11:

P (t|θD) =
∑
z

P (t|z)P (z|D), (2.30)

where z is a latent topic (or: aspect). However, they differ in that in the case
of PLSI P (t|θD) is given and the objective is to learn the probabilities P (t|z) and
P (z|D), i.e., the probability of a term given a topic and the probability of each
topic given a document respectively. Learning is typically accomplished using an
optimization algorithm such as EM [90]. In fact, in Chapter 5, we use a variant
of this model to incorporate explicit topics in the form of document annotations
to improve retrieval performance. PLSI has some issues, the most important of
which being the fact that it is a generative model of the documents it is estimated
on and does not generalize to new documents. This fact is addressed in the LDA
model [40] which is a fully generative approach to language modeling (in fact,
Girolami and Kaban [112] show that PLSI is a maximum a posteriori estimated
LDA model under a uniform Dirichlet prior).

Topic models have been applied in the context of IR [340] and text classifi-
cation [40], among others [193]. Wei and Croft [340] use LDA to apply an ad-
ditional level of language model smoothing. Pu and He [250] use “Independent
Component Analysis” (a topic modeling variant) to determine so-called semantic
clusters, defined by the learned topics. They sample terms for query modeling
using relevance models on these clusters. This intuition is highly similar to our
methods presented in Chapters 5 and 7, although we use explicit topics in the
form of concepts instead of implicit topics.

2.4.2 Concept Models

In this thesis we define concepts to be cognitive units of meaning that have been
formalized in a knowledge structure such as a controlled vocabulary, thesaurus,
or ontology. Furthermore, we impose the restriction that such concepts should be
agreed upon by a number of people (who typically are domain experts). So, this
definition includes concepts taken from thesauri such as MeSH, but also Wiki-
pedia articles (as captured, for example, in the DBpedia knowledge base). More-
over, this definition thus excludes machine-generated concepts (such as topics,
clusters, or topic hierarchies) as well as personal, user generated tags. Initially,
such concepts (taken from a particular knowledge structure, described in some
particular concept language) were used in IR for indexing purposes. The Cran-
field experiments established, however, that retrieval performance using “con-
trolled” indexing terms does not outperform using terms as they appear in the
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documents [74]. However, later studies did not unanimously confirm this con-
clusion [35]. Various researchers continue to look for ways of (automatically)
improving retrieval performance, using either manually or automatically identi-
fied concepts. In order for IR models and methods to leverage concepts from
concept languages, the more general task of (automatically) linking free text to
such concepts needs to be addressed. In this section we zoom in on approaches
related to language modeling and/or IR. In Section 2.5 we discuss the issue from
a more general viewpoint.

One of the first methods for automatically relating concepts with text was
introduced in the 1980s. Giger [111] incorporated a mapping between concepts
from a thesaurus and words as they appear in the collection. The main motivation
was to move beyond text-based retrieval and bridge the semantic gap between the
user and the information retrieval system. His algorithm first defines atomic con-
cepts, which are string-based concept to term mappings. Then, documents are
placed in disjoint groups based on so-called elementary logical conjuncts, which
are defined through the atomic concepts. At retrieval time, the query is parsed
and the sets of documents with the lowest distance to the requested concepts are
returned. His ideas relate to recent work done by Zhou et al. [357, 358], who use
so-called topic signatures to index and retrieve documents. These signatures are
comprised of named entities recognized within each document and query; when
named entities are not available, term pairs are used. The named entity recog-
nition step in [357, 358] is automated and might not be completely accurate;
we suspect that errors in this concept detection process do not strongly affect
retrieval performance because pairs of concepts (topic signatures) are used for
retrieval. Below, in Chapter 5, we rely on manually curated concept annotations,
making the topic signatures superfluous.

Trieschnigg et al. [315] also use named entity recognition to obtain a con-
ceptual representation of queries and documents. They conclude that searching
only with an automatically obtained conceptual representation seriously degrades
retrieval when searching for short documents. Interestingly, the same approach
performs on par with text-only search when larger documents (full-text articles)
are retrieved. Guo et al. [117] perform named entity recognition in queries; they
recognize a single entity in each query and subsequently classify it into one of a
very small set of predefined classes such as “movie” or “video game.” In our con-
cept models (presented in Chapter 5), we do not impose the restriction of having
a single concept per query and, furthermore, our list of candidate concepts is
much larger. Several other approaches have been proposed that link queries to a
limited set of categories. French et al. [104] present an approach that uses map-
pings between noun phrases and concepts for query expansion; to this end they
employ so-called Entry Vocabulary Indexes [109]. These are calculated as a logit-
like function, operating on contingency tables with counts of the number of times
a noun phrase is and is not associated with a concept. The counts are obtained by
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looking at the documents that are annotated with a certain concept, much in the
same way as the approach we present in Chapter 5. Bendersky and Croft [29] use
part-of-speech tagging and a supervised machine learning technique to identify
the “key noun phrases” in verbose natural language queries. Key noun phrases
are phrases that convey the most information in a query and contribute most to
the resulting retrieval performance.

Instead of using part-of-speech tagging, noun phrases, or named entity recog-
nition, Gabrilovich and Markovitch [106] employ document-level annotations, in
the form of Wikipedia articles and categories [205]. They perform semantic in-
terpretation of unrestricted natural language texts by representing meaning in
a high-dimensional space of concepts derived from Wikipedia. In this way, the
strength of association between vocabulary terms and concepts can be quanti-
fied, which can subsequently be used to generate vectors of concepts for a piece
of text—either a document or query. In Chapter 7, we use a similar method
using machine learning and language modeling techniques, to obtain a query
model estimated from Wikipedia articles relevant to the query. This approach
is also similar to the intuitions behind the topic modeling approach described
by Wei [339], that uses Open Directory Project (ODP) concepts in conjunction
with generative language models. Instead of using concept-document associa-
tions, however, she uses an ad hoc approach based on the descriptions of the
concepts in the concept language (in this case, ODP categories). Interestingly, all
of these approaches open up the door to providing conceptual relevance feedback
to users. Instead of suggesting vocabulary terms that are related to the query, we
can now suggest related concepts that can, for example, be used for navigational
purposes [165, 209, 285, 323] or directly for retrieval [254]. Trajkova and Gauch
[314] describe another possible application; their system keeps track of a user’s
history by classifying visited web pages into concepts from the ODP.

Concepts can be recognized at different levels of granularity, either at the
term level, by recognizing concepts in the text, or at the document level, by using
document-level annotations or categories. While the former can be described as
a form of concept-based indexing [178], the latter is more related to text classifi-
cation. Indeed, the mapping of vocabulary terms to concepts as described above
is in fact a text (or concept) classification algorithm [294].

Further examples of mapping queries to conceptual representations can be
found in the area of web query classification. Broder et al. [47] use a pseudo
relevance feedback technique to classify rare queries into a commercial taxonomy
of web queries, with the goal to improve web advertisements. A classifier is used
to classify the highest ranked results, and these classifications are subsequently
used to classify the query by means of voting. We use a similar method to obtain
the conceptual representation of our query described in Section 5.1.1, with the
important difference that all our documents have been manually classified.

Mishne and de Rijke [233] classify queries into taxonomies using category-
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based web services. Shen et al. [282] improve web query classification by map-
ping the query to concepts in an intermediate taxonomy which in turn are linked
to concepts in the target taxonomy. Chen et al. [66] use a taxonomy to sug-
gest keywords. After mapping the seed keywords to a concept hierarchy, content
phrases related to the found concepts are suggested. In Chapter 5, the concepts
are used to update the query model, i.e., to update the probabilities of terms
based on the found concepts rather than the addition of related discrete terms or
phrases.

The use of a conceptual representation obtained from pseudo relevance feed-
back has also been investigated by researchers in the biomedical domain. Srini-
vasan [302] proposes directly adding concepts to an initial query and reports the
largest improvement in retrieval effectiveness when another round of blind rele-
vance feedback on vocabulary terms is applied afterwards. She creates a separate
“concept index” in which tokenized concept labels are used as terms. In this way,
searching using a concept labeled “Stomach cancer” also matches the related, but
clearly different concept “Breast cancer” because they share the word “cancer”.
In our opinion, this obfuscates the added value of using clearly defined concepts;
searching with a textual representation containing the word “cancer” will already
result in matching related concepts. In Section 6.4 we show that this kind of
lexical matching does not perform well. Srinivasan concludes that concepts are
beneficial for retrieval, but remarks that the OHSUMED collection used for evalu-
ation was quite small. Our evaluation in Chapter 5 uses the larger Text Retrieval
Conference (TREC) Genomics test collections and, additionally, investigates the
use of document level annotations in another domain using the Cross-Language
Evaluation Forum (CLEF) Domain Specific test collections (cf. Section 3.3). Ca-
mous et al. [56] also use the annotations of the top-5 retrieved documents to
obtain a conceptual query representation, but incorporate them in a different
fashion. The authors use them to create a new ranked list of documents, which is
subsequently combined with the initially retrieved documents.

In addition to query expansion, various ways of directly improving text-based
retrieval by incorporating concepts or a concept language have been proposed.
For example, the entries from a concept language may be used to define the
indexing terms employed by the retrieval system [280].

2.4.3 Cluster-based Language Models

Work done on cluster-based retrieval can be viewed as a variation on the concept
or topic modeling theme; in those cases, however, the clusters are defined by the
concepts (hard clustering) or the latent topics (soft clustering) that are associated
with the documents in the collection.

Cluster-based language models use document-document similarity to define
coherent subsets of the collection. Document clusters can be construed as seman-
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tically coherent segments, each covering one “concept.” Indeed, Trieschnigg et al.
[318] have shown that a nearest-neighbor clustering approach yields the best per-
formance when classifying documents into MeSH terms. Kurland and Lee [171]
determine overlapping clusters of documents in a collection, which are consid-
ered facets of the collection. They use a language modeling framework in which
their aspect-x algorithm smoothes documents based on the information from the
clusters and the strength of the connection between each document and cluster.
Liu and Croft [189] evaluate both the direct retrieval of clusters and cluster-based
smoothing. Their CBDM model is a mixture between a document model, a col-
lection model, and the cluster each document belongs to, which is able to sig-
nificantly outperform a standard query likelihood baseline. Instead of smoothing
documents, Minker et al. [231] use cluster-based information for query expan-
sion. The authors evaluate their algorithm on several small test collections, with-
out achieving any improvements over the unexpanded queries. More recently,
Lee et al. [185] have shown that detecting clusters in a set of (pseudo-)relevant
documents is helpful for identifying dominant documents for a query and, thus,
for subsequent query expansion, a finding which was corroborated on different
test collections by Kurland [170]. In [126] we show that soft clustering using LDA
can help to significantly improve result diversification performance, i.e., identify-
ing and promoting relevant aspects of a query. These approaches all exploit the
notion that “associations between documents convey information about the rele-
vance of documents to requests” [145]. Indeed, if we have evidence that a given
concept is relevant for a particular query, it is natural to assume that all docu-
ments labeled with this concept have a higher prior probability of being relevant
to the query [325]. This is the main motivating idea for our model presented in
Chapter 5.

2.5 Linking Free Text to Concepts

In the previous section we have introduced IR-related ways of mapping free text
in the form of queries and/or documents to concepts. In this section we focus
on more general solutions to this problem. The approaches we discuss here are
related to several areas of research. These include Semantic Web areas such as
ontology learning, population, and matching and semantic annotation, but also
natural language interfaces to databases.

2.5.1 Natural Language Interfaces to Databases

The first body of related work that we discuss is from the field of natural language
interfaces to databases [351]. For example, BANKS [34], DISCOVER [140], and
DBXplorer [2] allow novice users to query large, complex databases using natu-
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ral language queries. Tata and Lohman [312] propose a similar keyword-based
querying mechanism but with additional aggregation facilities. All of these sys-
tems perform some kind of matching between the input query and either the
database schema itself, the contents of the database, or the graph of tuples cre-
ated by the joins defined on the schema. The actual matching function varies per
system and ranges from determining lexical matches (optionally using regular ex-
pressions or some form of edit distance) to using an inverted index and related
IR techniques [18]. These approaches are very similar to the ones we use to rank
candidate concepts in Chapter 6. Later, we take these two types of matching as
baselines to which we compare our own approach. In contrast to our approach,
none of them apply machine learning.

NAGA is a similar system that is more tied to the semantic web [99, 160].
It uses language modeling intuitions to determine a ranking of possible answer
graphs, based on the frequency of occurrence of terms in the knowledge base.
This scoring mechanism has been shown to perform better than that of BANKS on
various test collections [160]. NAGA does not support approximate matching and
keyword-augmented queries. Our method presented in Chapter 6, on the other
hand, takes as input any unstructured search engine query.

Demidova et al. [89] present the evaluation of a system that maps keyword
queries to structured query templates. The query terms are mapped to spe-
cific places in each template and the templates are subsequently ranked, ex-
plicitly taking diversity into account. They find that applying diversification to
query template ranking achieves a significant reduction of result redundancy.
Kaufmann and Bernstein [161] perform a user study in which they evaluate var-
ious natural language interfaces to structured knowledge bases. Each interface
has a different level of complexity and the task they ask their users to accomplish
is to rewrite a set of factoid and list queries for each interface, with the goal of
answering each question using the contents of the knowledge base. They find that
for this task, the optimal strategy is a combination of structure (in the form of a
fixed set of question beginnings, such as “How many ...” and “Which ...”) and free
text. The task we present in Chapter 6 is more general than the task evaluated
in [161], in that we do not investigate if, how well, or how easily users’ queries
are answered, but whether they are mapped to the right concepts. We postulate
various benefits of these mappings other than to answering questions, such as to
provide contextual suggestions, to start exploring the knowledge base, etc.

2.5.2 Ontology Matching

In ontology matching, relations between concepts from different ontologies are
identified. The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative has addressed this task
since 2008 [59]. Here, participants link a largely unstructured thesaurus to DBpe-
dia. The relations to be obtained are based on a comparison of instances, concept
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labels, semantic structure, or ontological features such as constraints or prop-
erties, sometimes exploiting auxiliary external resources such as WordNet or an
upper ontology [284]. E.g., Wang et al. [334] develop a machine learning tech-
nique to learn the relationship between the similarity of instances and the va-
lidity of mappings between concepts. Other approaches are designed for lexical
comparison of concept labels in the source and target ontology and use neither
semantic structure nor instances (e.g., [304]). Aleksovski et al. [3] use a lexical
comparison of labels to map both the source and the target ontology to a seman-
tically rich external source of background knowledge. This type of matching is
referred to as “lexical matching” and is used in cases where the ontologies do
not have any instances or structure. Lexical matching is very similar to the task
presented in Chapter 6, as we do not have explicit semantic structure in any of
our queries. Indeed, the queries that we use are free text utterances instead of
standardized concept labels, which makes our task intrinsically harder.

2.5.3 Ontology Learning, Ontology Population, and Semantic
Annotation

In the field of ontology learning and population, concepts and/or their instances
are learned from unstructured or semi-structured documents, together with links
between concepts [53]. Well-known examples of ontology learning tools are On-
toGen [103] and TextToOnto [199]. More related to our task is the work done
on semantic annotation, the process of mapping text from unstructured data re-
sources to concepts from ontologies or other sources of structured knowledge. In
the simplest case, this is performed using a lexical match between the labels of
each candidate concept and the contents of the text [94, 142, 200, 217]. A well-
known example of a more elaborate approach is Ontotext’s KIM platform [166].
The KIM platform builds on GATE to detect named entities and to link them to
concepts in an ontology [249]. Entities unknown to the ontology are fed back
into the ontology, thus populating it further. OpenCalais1 provides semantic an-
notations of textual documents by automatically identifying entities, events, and
facts. Each annotation is given a URI that is linked to concepts from the Linked
Open Data (LOD) cloud when possible.

Chemudugunta et al. [64] do not restrict themselves to named entities, but
instead use topic models to link all words in a document to ontological concepts.
Other sub-problems of semantic annotation include sense tagging and word sense
disambiguation [101]. Some of the techniques developed there have fed into au-
tomatic link generation between full-text documents and Wikipedia. For example,
Milne and Witten [230], building on the work of Mihalcea and Csomai [226], de-
pend heavily on contextual information from terms and phrases surrounding the

1http://www.opencalais.com/

http://www.opencalais.com/
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source text to determine the best Wikipedia articles to link to. The authors ap-
ply part-of-speech tagging and develop several ranking procedures for candidate
Wikipedia articles. A key difference with the approach of linking queries to con-
cepts that we present in Chapter 6, is that we utilize much sparser data in the
form of short keyword queries, as opposed to either verbose queries or full-text
documents. Hence, as we will see in Chapter 6, we cannot easily use techniques
such as part-of-speech tagging or lean too heavily on context words for disam-
biguation.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter we have provided a detailed introduction to the background of the
methods and models presented in the remainder of this thesis. In the next chapter
we discuss the experimental methodology that we follow in the thesis as well as
the common experimental environment used in later chapters.


